Grundfos pump parts diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of grundfos submersible pump wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a simplified traditional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals
the components of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power and signal links in
between the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information about the loved one setting
and also arrangement of tools and also terminals on the tools, to help in structure or servicing
the tool. A photographic diagram would certainly reveal a lot more detail of the physical look,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic symbols to highlight affiliations over physical
look. A wiring diagram is usually used to repair problems and to make sure that the connections
have been made which everything is present. Collection of grundfos submersible pump wiring
diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on
the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which makes use of abstract pictorial signs
to reveal all the interconnections of parts in a system. Electrical wiring diagrams are composed
of 2 points: symbols that stand for the components in the circuit, as well as lines that represent
the connections between them. For that reason, from electrical wiring layouts, you recognize
the loved one location of the parts as well as how they are connected. Electrical wiring layouts
generally reveals the physical placement of elements as well as links in the built circuit,
however not necessarily in logic order. It highlights on the design of the wires. Schematics
emphasize on just how circuits work practically. To check out a wiring diagram, first you need
to understand exactly what fundamental aspects are consisted of in a wiring diagram, as well as
which pictorial symbols are used to represent them. The common components in a wiring
diagram are ground, power supply, cord and also connection, output gadgets, buttons,
resistors, logic gateway, lights, and so on. A line stands for a cable. Cables are used to connect
the elements together. All points along the cord equal and connected. Cords on some places
should go across each various other, however that does not always indicate that they attach. A
black dot is used to suggest the injunction of 2 lines. Main lines are stood for by L1, L2, and so
on. Typically various shades are made use of to differentiate the wires. There need to be a
legend on the wiring diagram to tell you what each shade indicates. A series circuit is a circuit
in which parts are linked along a solitary course, so the current circulations with one
component to get to the following one. In a collection circuit, voltages add up for all elements
connected in the circuit, as well as currents are the very same through all elements. A good
wiring diagram should be practically proper and clear to read. Deal with every detail. As an
example, the diagram needs to reveal the appropriate instructions of the favorable and also
negative terminals of each part. Make use of the best icons. Learn the definitions of the basic
circuit icons and select the correct ones to use. Draw attaching cables as straight lines. Make
use of a dot to suggest line joint, or usage line jumps to suggest cross lines that are not linked.
Label parts such as resistors and capacitors with their values. Make sure the text positioning
looks clean. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of grundfos pump wiring diagram. A wiring
diagram is a simplified conventional photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It
reveals the parts of the circuit as streamlined shapes, and the power and also signal links in
between the devices. A wiring diagram typically gives information regarding the loved one
position and also plan of devices and also terminals on the devices, in order to help in structure
or servicing the tool. A pictorial representation would certainly reveal more detail of the
physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a much more symbolic notation to
emphasize interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is typically utilized to repair
troubles and to earn certain that the links have actually been made and that whatever exists.
Variety of grundfos pump wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. Building wiring representations reveal the approximate
areas and affiliations of receptacles, lights, and long-term electrical solutions in a structure.
Adjoining wire paths could be revealed about, where particular receptacles or fixtures have to
be on a typical circuit. Electrical wiring diagrams utilize conventional signs for electrical wiring
devices, usually various from those made use of on schematic diagrams. The electric icons not
just reveal where something is to be mounted, however likewise exactly what type of tool is
being mounted. As an example, a surface ceiling light is revealed by one icon, a recessed
ceiling light has a different sign, as well as a surface area fluorescent light has one more sign.
Each sort of switch has a different icon and so do the various electrical outlets. There are signs
that show the place of smoke alarm, the buzzer chime, as well as thermostat. On huge jobs
symbols could be numbered to show, as an example, the panel board as well as circuit to which
the device attaches, and to recognize which of numerous sorts of component are to be mounted
at that location. A set of wiring layouts could be required by the electrical evaluation authority
to accept link of the home to the general public electrical supply system. Electrical wiring
diagrams will also consist of panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and also riser
layouts for special services such as emergency alarm or shut circuit tv or various other unique

services. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual , Instruction Manual. Type identification Type
key Codes used Tightening torques and lubricants Service tools Special tools Standard tools
Torque tools Dismantling and assembly General information Replacement of motor
Replacement of motor stool Replacement of coupling Replacement of shaft seal Replacement of
basic unit Replacement of chamber stack Dismantling of chamber stack Assembly of chamber
stack Order of assembly for chambers and impellers CR N E-pumps with mle
frequency-controlled permanent-magnet motors 44 pages. Grundfos e-pumps with mle
frequency-controlled, asynchronous motors 38 pages. Page 2: Type Identification 1. Type
identification This section shows the type key, the nameplate and the codes that can appear in
the variant code. Note: As codes can be combined, a code position may contain more than one
code letter. Page 3: Type Key 1. Page 4: Tightening Torques And Lubricants 2. Tightening
torques and lubricants Pos. Description Dim. Page 5: Service Tools 3. Service tools 3.
Description For pos. Page 6: Standard Tools 3. Page 7: Dismantling And Assembly 4.
Dismantling and assembly 4. If the pump is choked or damaged, please follow the instructions
below. Page 8: Replacement Of Motor 4. Keep the shaft seal in position on the shaft by inserting
the distance piece, pos. H , between the shaft seal, pos. Page 9: Replacement Of Motor Stool 4.
Page Replacement Of Shaft Seal 4. Slacken the screws, pos. Page Replacement Of Basic Unit 4.
Slacken and remove the screws, pos. Carefully lift the motor and the motor stool, pos. Page
Replacement Of Chamber Stack 4. See 4. Slacken the nuts, pos. Knock the pump head, pos.
Remove the pump head and the outer sleeve. Page Dismantling Of Chamber Stack 4. A , in a
vice and tighten it. Make sure that the ring fitting the inlet part, pos. See 3. Service tools. When
dismantling the chamber stack, use the holder hole marked "Dismantling". Page 14 Impeller
pos. Impeller wear ring pos. C , and the puller, pos. Page Assembly Of Chamber Stack 4. Parts
that are defective or do not comply with the above measurements due to wear should be
replaced by new parts. Impeller pos. Make sure to push the ring straight down and home
against the impeller skirt and take care not to damage the impeller. Page 16 Continue the
assembly as follows: Symbols refer to 5. Order of assembly for chambers and impellers. Fit the
impeller and the split cone, pos. Press the impeller home, and knock the split cone into the
impeller hub using the key, pos. Hold the impeller with the hook spanner, pos. Order of
assembly for chambers and impellers 5. Page 18 5. Page 19 5. Page Cr N 90 5. Show all Crn Print
page 1 Print document 20 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up!
Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links Download this manual.
Table of Contents. Vertical Multistage Centrifugal Pumps. Please leave these instructions with.
E-pumps with mle frequency-controlled permanent-magnet motors 44 pages. The NEMA version
pump code will still remain in effect for existing material numbers. NEMA version pumps built in
North America after this change will have either an A or U as the pump version code depending
on the date the material number was created. Page 3: Pre-Installation Checklist â€” Centrifugal
pump; all parts in contact with water are stainless steel construction â€” Centrifugal pump; all
parts in contact with water are titanium construction â€” Centrifugal pump with a Grundfos MLE
VFD motor attached 2. Check the condition of the pump The shipping carton your pump came in
is specially designed around your pump during production to prevent damage. Care must be
taken to ensure the pump is mounted at least 6 inches mm clear of any obstruction or hot
surfaces. Page 5: Suction Pipe If there is excessive sediment or suspended particles present, it
is advised a strainer or filter be used. Grundfos recommends that pressure gauges be installed
on inlet and discharge flanges or in pipes to check pump and system performance. Motors with
other enclosure types and for other voltages and frequencies are available on a special-order
basis. Page 9: Motor Inspection Motor Inspection Inspect the motor at regular intervals,
approximately every hours of operation or every three months, whichever occurs first. Keep the
motor clean and the ventilation openings clear. Page Preventative Maintenance Preventative
Maintenance At regular intervals depending on the conditions and time of operation, the
following checks should be made: Pump meets required performance and is operating
smoothly and quietly. There are no leaks, particularly at the shaft seal. The motor is not
overheating. Remove and clean all strainers or filters in the system. In addition, the listings also
provide information about prepackaged Service Kits for those pump components most likely to
exhibit wear over time, as well as the complete Impeller Stack needed to replace the "guts"
Preliminary tests What it means Supply Check for voltage at motor teminal box. If no voltage at
motor, check feeder panel for tripped circuits and reset circuit. Fuses are blown or circuit Turn
off power and remove fuses. Page 14 Diagnosing specific problems Problem Possible cause
Remedy The pump runs but at Incorrect drain plug installed. If the proper drain plug is replaced
with a standard plug, reduced capacity or water will recirculate internally. Replace with proper
plug. Page Three Phase Motors Three Phase Motors Below is a worksheet for calculating
current unbalance on a three-phase hookup and selecting the proper wiring. Use the

calculations in the left-hand column as a guide. This manual is also suitable for: Crx series Cri
series Crn series Crt series. Print page 1 Print document 17 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick
Links. See also: User Manual. Type identification Type key Service tools Special tools Standard
tools Dismantling and assembly General information Replacing the shaft seal, chambers and
impellers Replacing the pressure tank Replacing the electronic unit, flow sensor and pressure
switch Replacing the motor unit Manual reset Control panel Fault finding Wiring diagram
Winding resistence measurement Page 2: Type Identification 1. Type identification 1. Page 3:
Type Key 1. Page 4: Service Tools 2. Service tools 2. Designation For pos. Description Part no.
Pressure gauge SV 2. Page 5: Dismantling And Assembly 3. Dismantling and assembly 3.
Service tools. Slacken and remove the strap pos. Remove the screws pos. Carefully remove the
pump sleeve pos. Remove the inlet part pos. Page 7 4. Fit the chambers pos. Note: There is no
O-ring on the chamber next to the intermediate part pos. Fit the washer pos. Hold the shaft end
using a screwdriver. Page 8: Replacing The Pressure Tank 3. Remove the cover pos. Remove
the pressure tank pos. It can be loosened using the fingers. If the union nut including O-ring
pos. Slacken the screws pos. Disconnect the leads and pull them out of the terminal block on
the electronic unit pos. Page Replacing The Motor Unit 3. Remove the shaft seal, see 3. Remove
the electronic unit, flow sensor and pressure switch, see 3. Page Operation 4. Operation 4.
When started, the pump will start to evacuate the air contained in the system. Page Control
Panel 4. When the indicator light is on, the pump will start automatically when water is
consumed. The pump will stop a few seconds after the water consumption has ceases. Page
Overview 4. For this purpose, see the installation and operating instructions. Note: It is
important to read this section as well as 4. Page Fault Finding Clean the valve or fit a new
non-return when no water is con- ing pipework is leaking or defective. Page Fault Finding
Overview 4. Then observe how the system reacts. Typical faults If the tap is opened too quickly,
there will be no alarm indication. Page 16 4. The system is closed; the pressure must be
minimum 2. If the pressure is above 2. Wait approx. Page 18 4. If the pump enters an alarm
condition after 60 sec. If the pump stops within 15 sec. Disconnect the electricity supply by
pulling out the plug. Page 19 Flow sensor Check for impurities in the flow wheel housing.
Replace the flow sensor if defect. Make sure that the magnet on the flow wheel is fitted against
the sensor in the flow sensor cover. Fit the controller and the cover. Connect the electricity
supply. Page 20 4. Prime the pump. Check if the pump is seized-up by means of a screwdriver. If
it is impossible to turn the motor and pump, the hydrau- lics must be checked. Page 21 Fix the
cover on the pump and connect the electricity sup- ply. If the pump delivers water, the controller
must be replaced. If the pump delivers no water, continue the fault finding procedure. Page 22
Wait approx. If the pump delivers water, it is OK. Connect the controller correctly. If the pump
does not deliver water, continue the fault finding procedure. The controller continues to be
bypassed. Page 23 Do not forget to connect the controller correctly after completing the fault
finding procedure. Page Wiring Diagram 5. This manual is also suitable for: Mq Print page 1
Print document 24 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Click on an alphabet below to see the full list of
models starting with that letter:. Models Document Type. Installation And Opera
08 chevy silverado hood
pontiac engine builder
2001 dodge ram 2500 front suspension diagram
ting Instructions Manual. Service Instructions Manual. Product Manual. A Series. Instructions
Manual. ALPHA series. ALPHA2 ALPHA3 AP51 Series. AP80 2S0 VFx. AP80 Vortex. APG Series.
BM BM 3A. BM 5A. BM Series. BMhp BMhp Series. BMP 0. BMP 1. BMP BMP 2. BMP 3. BMP 4.
BMP 5. BMP 6. BMP 7. BMP 8. BMP Series. BMP-N Series. BMP-R Series. BMQE BMS hp. BMS
hs. BMS hs Series. BMS Series. BMST Series. BMSX Series. C STL 2. CH CH Series. CHI CHI 2.
CHI 4. CHI 8. CHI Series. CHIE Series. CHN 2. CHN 4. CHN Series. CHV 2 Series. CHV CHV 4
Series. CLME Series. CM CM Booster PS. Installation And Operating Instructions, Supplement.
CM series. CM Smart. CM SP. CM-L Series. Supplement To Quick Manual. CMBE CMBE Series.
CME Series. CML 1. CML CML 3. CML 5. CMV 3. CMV 5. CMV Series. Conlift1 LS. CR CR 1s. CR
Series. CRE 1. CRE 3. CRE 5. CRE Series. CRI 1. CRI CRI 1s. CRI 3. CRI 5. CRI Series. CRIE
Series. CRK CRK 2. CRK 4. CRK 8. CRK Series. Installation And Operating Instrictions. CRKE
Series. CRN 1. CRN

